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The solution
structure
of interleukin-l/I
determined
by nuclear magnetic
resonance
spectroscopy
is compared to three independently
solved X-ray structures at 2 A resolution.
It is shown that the solution and X-ray structures are very similar, both locally and
globally. The atomic root-mean-square
(r.m.s.) difference between the solution and X-ray
structures is -09
A for backbone atoms, - 15 A for all atoms and - 1 A for all atoms of
internal residues. The largest differences are confined to some of the loops and turns
connecting b-strands. The atomic r.m.s. distribution of the 32 calculated solution structures
about their mean co-ordinate positions (-94
A for backbone atoms, -08
A for all atoms
and -0.5 A for all atoms of internal residues) is approximately
the same as the atomic r.m.s.
differences between the three X-ray structures, indicating that the positional errors in the
atomic co-ordinates determined by the two methods are similar.
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present a comparison
of the solution and X-ray
structures of IL-lfl.
The solution structure of IL-1B is based on a total
of 3146 experimental
restraints
comprising
2630
interproton
distance
restraints,
114
distance
restraints for 57 hydrogen
bonds associated with
slowly
exchanging
NH
protons,
36 distance
restraints
relating to hydrogen
bonds involving
seven bound water molecules, and 366 torsion angle
restraints involving 152 4, 115$ and 99 x1 angles.
The three X-ray structures were obtained from the
same crystal form (space group P4, and, within
experimental
error, identical unit cell dimensions)
and have been solved at the same resolution (2 A) to
a comparable
degree
of refinement
(R-factor
I 19%).
Statistical
aspects
of the comparison
between
the n.m.r.
and X-ray
structures
are
summarized
in Tables 1 to 3 and Figure 4, and
various best-fit superpositions
are shown in Figures
1 to 3. As described previously,
the structure of
IL-lb is made up of 12 P-strands arranged in three
pseudo-symmetric
topological
units, each of which
comprises five strands (Figs 1 and 2).
The best-fit superpositions
of the backbone atoms
of the whole molecule (residues 3 to 151) and of the
three repeating topological units and their interface,
shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively,
clearly illustrate that the n.m.r. and X-ray structures are very

Interleukin-l/I
(IL-lp_F) is a member
of the
cytokine family of proteins and plays a key role in
the immune and inflammatory
responses (Dinarello,
1989). We recently presented the determination
of
its high resolution structure in solution by threedimensional (3D) and four-dimensional
(4D) heteronuclear nuclear magnetic resonance (n.m.r.) spectroscopy (Clore et al., 1991; Brookhaven
Protein Data
Bank accession
codes 6IlB
and 7IlB).
At 153
residues, IL-l/? is 50% larger in terms of number of
residues than any other n.m.r. protein structure
published to date (Dyson et al., 1990; Forman-Kay
et al., 1991), and represents the first example of the
successful application
of multi-dimensional
heteronuclear n.m.r. methods to structure determination
of proteins in the 15 to 20,000 Da range. While the
n.m.r. study was underway, two X-ray structures at
2 A (1 b = 0.1 nm) resolution were published (Finzel
et al., 1989; Priestle et al., 1989; Protein Data Bank
accession codes 1IlB and 2IlB, respectively)
and
the co-ordinates
of a third X-ray structure have
recently
also been deposited
in the Brookhaven
Protein
Data Bank
(Veerpandian
et aZ., 1991;
Protein Data Bank accession code 4IlB). Here, we
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Table 1
van der Waals’ energy, salvation free energy of folding
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*till
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structures

the co-ordinates

( )

1.:x37
6 I 25

obtained

of the individual

from

the n.m.r.

simulated

data

annealing

s~ucturrs best fitted to each other (excluding residues I, 152 and 153): (SA) r is t,hr restrained minrmized mean structurr obtained from
SA (code 61113). The n.m.r. structures were calculat,ed using the hybrid distance geometrg~dynamical
simulated annealing method of
Bilges rt nl. (1988). X-ray-l,
X-ray-P and X-ray-3 are the X-ray structures of Finzel rt ~1. (1989: code 111 H). Priestlr af rrl (1989: code
ZIIB) and Veerapandian
et al. (1991: code 4111%). respectively.
t E,, is the Lennard-.Jones
van der Waals’ energy calculated using thr (‘HAKMM
(Brooks rl (II.. 1983) empirical energy futlc+ion.
SFE is the salvation free energy of folding calculated as described by Eisrnberg & McLachlan
(1986).
$ The larger deviations in bond angles and improper torsions (which refer to planes and chiralitg) for the X-ray structures relative to
those for the n.m.r. structures reflect the nature of the target function employed.
Specifically.
these terms are described indirectly by
distance restraints in the case of the crystallographic
least-squares refinement programs, PROLSQ
(Hendrickson
& Konnert. 1980) and
RESTRAIN
(Haneef et al., 1985). used in the X-ray structure determinations.
whereas these terms arr described directly by angles in
the case of the simulated annealing program XPLOR
(Briinger et al., 1986; Hriinger, 1990) used for the n.m.r. structure determination.
Direct angular restraints are more restrictive than the indirect distance restraints. as very small deviations in these distances can result
in quite large deviations in angles.

similar both globally
and locally.
This
cularly evident not only for the backbone
the regions of regular secondary structure
but also for the side-chains
of internal

is partiatoms in
(Fig. 2):
residues

(Fig. 3). Tn addition,
t,he overall quality
of the
n.m.r. and X-ray structures,
as judged by the small
deviations
from idealized covalent
geomet,ry.
and
the large negative values of the Lennard-Jones
van

Table 2
Atomic r.m.s. diflerences

between the n.m.r. a,nd X-ray
Atomic< r.m.h. difference
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The notation of the structures is the same as that in Table 1. The r.m.s. differences involving all atoms refer to heavy atoms (i.e.
(:, S. 0, S) and exlude protons.
t As residues 1. 152 and 153 are partially disordered in the n.m.r. structure, and residues 1 to 2 are not visible in the electron density
maps of the X-ray structures, the comparison
is restricted to residues 3 to 15 I.
$ Internal residues are defined by a surface accessibility in the structure of 5404, than that of the corresponding residue in an
extended Gly-X-(:ly
tripeptide (Chothia, 1976).
§ These comparisons exclude the Od’ and 0a2 atoms of Asp, the 0” and Na2 atoms of Asn, the OE’ and 0” atoms of (ilu, the 0” and
NE2 atoms of Gln and the N”’ and NV2 atoms of Arg, as the identities of these atoms are ambiguous in the X-ray structures.
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Table 3
Comparison of agreement of X-ray structures with
the experimental n.m.r. interproton distance and
torsion angle restraints
Violations
05-1.0 A/1+2.0 a/ >2.0 A
X-ray-l
A.

Interproton

distance

x-ray-2

x-ray-3

24/ l/O
10/10/3
18/14/2

11/3/o
12/6/l
24/9/g

8/ 4/O

5/3/O

restraints~

Interresidue
Sequential (Ii-j1 = 1) (592)
Short (1 < Ii--j( 5 5) (265)
Long (Ii -jl > 5) (848)
Intraresidue (925)

11/l/O
9/O/O
17/3/o
3/l/O

Violations
X-ray-l
U. Torsion angle

X-ray-2

> 40”
X-ray-3

restraintsf

;
x, internal residues§
x1 surface residues§

00

0
2

2
6
2
15

0
4
3

The complete set of experimental n.m.r. restraints are
deposited in the Brookhaven Protein Data Rank with the code
name RGIlRNMR.
The interproton distance restraints are
classified into 3 ranges, 1.8 to 2.7 A, 1.8 to 3.3 A (1.8 to 3.5 !I for
nuclear Overhauser effects involving NH protons), and 1.8 to
5.0 A corresponding to strong, medium and weak nuclear
Overhauser effects, respectively. The minimum ranges employed
for 4, $ and x1 torsion angle restraints are +30”, k50” and
+20”. respectively. The notation of the structures is the same as
that in Table 1.
t The total num?r of interproton distance restraints in each
category is given in parentheses.
$ The torsion angle restraints comprise 152 C#J,
115 $ and 99 xi
torsion angles.
4 Internal and surface residues are defined by a surface
accessibility of 140%
and >40% of the same residue in an
extended Gly-X-Gly tripeptide segment (Chothia, 1976).

der Waals’ energy and solvation
free energy of
folding (Eisenberg & McLachlan,
1986), is comparable (Table 1). Interestingly,
the latter is ~20~/~
more negative than the predicted value for a protein
of this size (Clichet et al., 1990) and can be attributed to a densely packed hydrophobic
core (see
Fig. 3).
From the data in Table 2, it is apparent that the
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errors in the atomic co-ordinates
of the X-ray and
n.m.r. structures are similar, as judged by the fact
that the atomic root-mean-square
(r.m.s.) differences between the X-ray structures are approximately the same as those of the 32 individual n.m.r.
structures about their mean co-ordinate
positions.
This is true not only of the backbone atoms but also
for all atoms, and perhaps more importantly
for all
atoms of internal residues. These errors, and particularly those for all atoms, even when restricted to
ordered internal residues, are significantly
larger
than the value of 022 to 0.23 A (Finzel et al., 1989;
Veerpandian
et al., 1991) obtained from a Luzzati
(1952) plot of R-factor versus resolution. This leads
one to conclude that, in this particular case at least,
the Luzzati error analysis underestimates
the positional errors in X-ray atomic co-ordinates,
with the
exception
of those for the backbone
atoms of
internal residues.
Despite the overall similarities,
there are some
discernible differences between the structures. This
is shown by the observation
that the atomic r.m.s.
differences between the n.m.r. and X-ray structures
are larger than either the atomic r.m.s. distribution
of the individual n.m.r. structures about their mean
co-ordinate positions or the atomic r.m.s. differences
between the three X-ray structures (Table 2 and
Fig. 4). (Note that the simulated annealing protocol
employed
in the n.m.r. structure
determination
samples fully the conformational
space consistent
with the experimental
n.m.r. data (Nilges et al.,
1988).) Further
support
for this notion can be
drawn from the fact that the X-ray
structures
display violations
for several interproton
distance
and torsion angle restraints derived from the n.m.r.
data that lie outside experimental
error (Table 3).
The majority of these violations are different for the
three X-ray structures. Thus, there are no interproton
distance
violations
>2 A in common
between the three X-ray structures. In the case of
interproton distance violations in the 1 to 2 A range,
there is one sequential restraint common to all three
X-ray
structures
(Va13(CsH)-Arg4(NH)),
three
short-range
interresidue
restraints
common
to
X-ray structures 2 and 3 (Asp86(CaZH)-TyrSO(C’H),
and
Thr137(CYH)Ser125(CB’H)-Met130(CB’H)
two
interresidue
long-range
Gln141(NE2H)),

Figure 1. Best-fit superposition of the backbone (N, C” and C) atoms of the restrained minimized mean n.m.r. (thick
lines) and X-ray (thin lines) structures of IL-1s for residues 3 to 151. The X-ray structure is that of Finzel et al., 1989.
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Figure 2. Best-fit, superposition of the backbone (K-, C”, C and 0) atoms of t,he restrained minimized mean n.m.r. (thick
lines) and X-ray (thin lines) structures of IL-ID for the 3 repeating topological
units of IL-l/? (a) t’o (c) and the interface
of 3 units (d). I?ach topological
unit is composed of 5 anti-parallel /?-strands. The X-ray structure is that of Finzel ef nl.
(1989).

restraints common
to X-ray
structures
2 and 3
Glu25(C”H)and
(Glu25(NH)-Leu82(C”‘H)
lleu82(Cd’H)).
one intraresidue restraint’ common to
X-ray structures 1 and 3 (LTs97(NH)-Lys97(C’H)),
and one intraresidue
restramt common
to X-ray
2 and
3 (Leu82(NH)-Leu82(CYH)).
structures

Violations in $ and t,b torsion angles are only srrn
for X-ray structure 2 and involve surface exposed
residues in turns or loops. All the x1 torsion angle
violations arise from different rotamers relative to
that specified by the n.m.r. restraint. Again, there
are no cases in which the same x1 torsion angle
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Figure 3. Best-fit superposition of all atoms (excluding protons) of the restrained minimized mean n.m.r. (thick lines)
and X-ray (thin lines) structures for 3 selected segments of IL-lp. The X-ray structure is that of Finzel et al. (1989).

violation involves all three X-ray structures, and
only three cases where the same x1 torsion angle
violation involves two of the three X-ray structures.
The latter comprise x1 for Gln14, Gln15 and Ser125
in X-ray structures 2 and 3; Gln14 and Gln15 are
surface residues, whereas
Ser125 is an internal
residue.
The main structural
differences
between
the
X-ray and n.m.r. structures are confined to five
loops and turns which serve to link P-strands. The
first involves a small rigid body displacement
(i.e. a
hinge-like motion) of the 3,0 helix (residues 32 to
39) that connects strands III and IV, such that the
C”-c” distance between residue 34 and residue 150
in strand XII (see bottom left of the structure in

Fig. 1) is reduced from 205 A in the n.m.r. structure
to 17.9 A in the X-ray structure. Two other small
rigid body displacements
are seen for the 84 to 91
loop connecting strands VII and VIII (bottom right
of Fig. 1) and the 106 to 109 turn connecting
strands VIII and IX (Fig. 2(c)). In all three cases
these involve small concerted changes in 4 and/or $
torsion angles in the outer residues comprising the
linker regions. In the case of the turn (residues 52 to
55) connecting strands IV and V (Fig. 1, top right)
and the loop (residues
136 to 142) connecting
strands XI and XII (Fig. 1, top left), on the other
hand, the differences are localized to two neighboring residues (Asn53 and Asn54, Gly139
and
Gly140, respectively).
In assessing the significance

G. M. Clore and A. M. Gronenborn
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Figure 4. Comparison of (a) the backbone atomic r.m.8. distribution of t’hr 32 simulated annealing n.m.r. structures
about their mean co-ordinate
positions.
(b) the crystallographic
H-factors for the backbone
at’oms from the X-ra?
structure, and (c) the backbone
atomic r.m.s. difference between the 32 simulated annealing structures and the X-ra)
structure. The X-ray structure is that of Finzel et al. (1989). In the case of (a) and (c) the filled circles represent the
average values at each residue and the bars the standard deviations of these values. The location of t,he 12 b-strands is
indicated below the Fig.
of these structural
differences,
it is worth noting
that residues 32 to 39 and X4 to 91 are involved in
contacts
wit’h adjacent
molecules
in the crystal
lattice that could account for the observed displacements. The other regions are associated with the
largest B-factors
in the X-ray structure and the
largest atomic r.m.s. distributions
about the mean
co-ordinate
positions
in t,he n.m.r.
structures
(Fig. 4), and hence comprise the least well defined
regions in both sets of structures.
The H-factors of the backbone atoms of the X-ray
structure
display
an approximately
sinusoidal
variation along the polypeptide
chain (Fig. 4) with
ten regions, principally
located in the turns and

loops connecting
the p-strands,
having unusually
high K-fact)ors (Finzel et al.. 1989). The R-factors
provide a measure of mean-square displacements
of
the atoms in the crystal and are related to both
static and dynamic disorder. It is interesting to note
that t,here is an almost perfect correlation hetween
the backbone variation in the atomic r.m.s. distribution of the n.m.r. structures. the H-factors and
the atomic r.m.s. differences between the n.m.r. and
X-ray structures (Fig. 4). The variat)ions in atomic
r.m.s. distribution observed for the n.m.r. structures
provide a measure of the precision of the atomic
positions of the solution structure, which, in turn.
are determined by the density of short interproton
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distance contacts (<5 8) at any particular location
in the molecule. For exposed turns and loops, the
density of short interproton
distance contacts
is
naturally reduced, so that the precision with which
their atomic positions can be determined by n.m.r.
is decreased.
Indirectly,
this may be related to
motion, as a smaller number of short interproton
distance
restraints
implies
a reduction
in nonbonded contacts,
and hence packing restrictions,
which one would expect to be accompanied
by
increased
atomic
mobility.
A direct measure of
backbone mobility, both with respect to amplitude
and time scales, can only be obtained by heteronuclear “N
or 13C relaxation
measurements.
Such
measurements have been carried out on IL-l/3 (Clore
et al., 1990). These studies reveal that the large
atomic r.m.s. differences and B-factors observed in
the turns or loops connecting strands II and III, III
and TV, IV and V, VII and VIII, VIII and IX, and
X and XI, involve residues which exhibit atomic
motions on the 0.5 to 4 nanoseconds
time scale,
while those in the segments connecting
strands V
and VT, and XI and XII
are correlated
with
motions on a time scale of 30 nanoseconds
to IO
milliseconds
associated
with
i5N
T2
line
broadening.
In summary, the present study reveals that the
solution structure of IL-lfl as determined by n.m.r.
and three independently
solved X-ray crystal structures are very similar in terms of both global and
local
features.
The
atomic
r.m.s.
distribution
observed for the 32 calculated n.m.r. structures is of
the same order of magnitude as that between the
three X-ray structures, indicating that the errors in
the atomic co-ordinates
for structures determined
by the two methods are comparable.
This work was supported by the AIDS Targeted
Anti-Viral Program of the Office of the Director of the
National Institutes of Health.
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